
Benefits being rolled out to the partner Institution from the Project funds 

1. Two of your faculty members will get the training in the workshop being held near 

your institution without any registration cost. 

2. These Trained faculty members can help the institution in furthering the objective of 

the project as per their capacity 

3. Partner institutes will be recognized in the website of the project 

4. It will help the institutions to understand the value of AI and deep learning 

technologies 

5. Those institutions who think that they lack in quality faculty and quality infrastructure 

should go for this category of partnership 

6. There is no cost involved to become a partner 

7. At a later stage, you have a chance to become Lead Zonal Partner based on the 

feedback of the trained faculty 

8. Trained faculty can come for sabbatical at our Supercomputing lab after paying the 

requisite fee 

9. Students may come for internship based on our criteria of selection and paying the 

requisite fee 

Expectations from a partner institution 

Two faculty members from your institution needs be sent to the training on deep learning at 

one of the locations. Training calendar will be circulated. Travel and stay of these two faculty 

members needs to be taken care by the institution. Additional faculty can be trained but for 

that registration for each extra faculty needs to be paid, which will be circulated later. Cost is 

basically being incurred in training resources for partner institutions and overall project 

management. Equivalent training by Industry leaders (like NVIDIA DLI etc.) costs a 

significant amount. The cost of basic partners is being 100% discounted/subsidized.Actual 

Cost to be paid by the partner institution: Zero.  

There is only one formality to become Basic Partner: Send the Scanned Copy of the Support 

Letter as given above 
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